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Abstract. In order to increase IT and business agility or to improve IT systems 
and business processes integration many organizations are currently 
implementing business process management systems (BPMS) or adopting a 
service-oriented architecture (SOA) paradigm. However, in doing so, IT 
complexity will admittedly increase and IT managers then are in need of 
effective governance techniques covering both strategic initiatives, BPM and 
SOA. This contribution re-examines the problem domain in the novel Enhanced 
Process-Driven Architecture (ePDA) model in order to systematically derive 
the requirements for combined BPM and SOA governance. We then formulate 
a semantic meta model capable of capturing necessary artifacts and describe its 
technical implementation in Software AG's and Fujitsu's joint CentraSite 
governance registry/repository. As "lessons learned" from several projects we 
systematically derive governance benefits using the Analytic Hierarchy Process 
(AHP) and highlight measures on software deployment issues. 

Keywords: SOA Governance, BPM Governance, Business Process Manage-
ment, IT Governance, Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP). 

1   Introduction 

Currently many IT organizations of large enterprises face mounting pressure towards 
increasing IT and business agility and/or improving the integration of IT systems with 
business processes. This has already enticed several IT departments to either 
implement business process management systems (BPMS) or to adopt a service-
oriented architecture (SOA) paradigm. While each of these strategies is certainly 
viable in itself, IT leaders now discover that, when implementing these initiatives, IT 
complexity has increased noticeably. This situation is exacerbated by the fact that 
quite a few IT executives lack effective management and governance processes and 
tools for dealing with that growing amount of complexity. 

This has prompted some IT departments to implement first generation (IT) 
governance tools which either are rather IT system focused (the corresponding 
attitude often called "Business Systems Management," BSM), or to remain with 
classic "SOA registries". In both cases IT management now recognizes the limitations 
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of these isolated approaches due to their lack of integration with each other: SOA 
registries being agnostic about business process management (systems), and BSM 
being ignorant about SOA and BPMS systems. This situation is aggravated by current 
best practices acknowledging the need for a converging BPM and SOA ecosystem as 
opposed to disentangled and separated implementation strategies, viz. a BPMS project 
alone or a SOA strategy alone. 

This paper addresses this disparate state of affairs and proposes methods and  an 
actual implementation architecture capable of bridging the currently isolated 
architectural boundaries between BPM and SOA regarding their holistic 
governance. 

The organization of the paper is as follows: In Section 2 we first re-examine the 
problem domain and the mission of combined SOA/BPM governance. Section 3 
introduces a semantical model and the technical implementation chosen by 
Software AG and Fujitsu to fulfill the requirements posited in Section 2. We 
highlight our experiences from implementing or testing this solution in several 
large organizations in Section 4 including a systematic benefits analysis based on 
the Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) and a demonstration how software 
deployment and lifecycle issues may (and must) be addressed as well by a holistic 
governance solution. 

2   Governance Requirements 

2.1   Governance Definition 

While we acknowledge that no universal and concordant definition of (SOA/BPM) 
governance currently exists we have found the following pragmatic definition to 
provide a good basis for further "customizing" an organization's governance 
framework [1]–[3]: 

 

SOA/BPM Governance specifies the decision rights and accountability framework 
to encourage desirable behavior in the context of SOA and BPM. This consists of 
leadership, organizational structure and processes to direct and control the 
enterprise in order to sustain and extend the organization's strategies and 
objectives by utilizing SOA and BPM methodologies and tools. 
 

In a nutshell, SOA/BPM governance answers the following three questions: 

1. Who decides and enforces 
2. which SOA or BPM relevant questions  
3. according to which decision making and enforcement processes? 

We also urge the reader to take notice how this definition elegantly introduces both 
design-time (arg. notions linked to decision making) and run-time (arg. concepts 
linked to enforcement) related aspects of governance. 
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2.2   Enhanced Process-Driven Architecture (ePDA) 

In order to capture all relevant (but not more) architectural layers and tiers we extend 
the original Process-Driven Architecture (PDA) model [4] into the Enhanced 
Process-Driven Architecture (ePDA). While the original PDA stays at a somewhat 
superficial level sufficient to address the issues of bridging the business / IT divide on 
a business executive level, we clearly admit the necessity of an additional level of 
detail in order to effectively address IT governance issues. 

Experiences from our projects strongly suggest that the resulting (limited) 
complexity of the ePDA suffices to conduct even technical discussions (cf. Fig. 1). 
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Fig. 1. Enhanced Process-Driven Architecture (ePDA) Model 

On top of the existing IT systems and infrastructure layer the ePDA recognizes 
four conceptually independent layers emphasizing different elements of a full-fledged 
SOA including explicit business process management using business process 
management systems (BPMS) and workflow management systems (WfMS) [5]–[7]. 

We would like to highlight the fact that the horizontal and conceptually 
independent layers are explicitly linked by a vertical Governance Tier.  

This architectural diagram already captures and depicts two fundamental 
questions of SOA/BPM governance: 

1. Which artifacts exist on a given layer, both at design-time and at run-time? 
2. How are different artifacts linked to each other — not only within a single layer 

but also to artifacts of a different layer? 
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We take particular notice of issue (2) which is brought about by the necessary 
orchestration (or, vice versa, decomposition) of functionality embodied in one 
layer by artifacts from another (higher/lower) layer: Business processes utilize 
different screen templates and forms and, simultaneously, consist of a suitably 
structured set of activities which, in turn may be composed by appropriately 
"orchestrated" or "choreographed" (Web) services wrapped around modules of 
existing applications. We also observe that the notion of "linkage" of services also 
explicitly encompasses run-time interactions and dependencies, situations of 
service availability (or, rather, unavailability) and service level agreements (SLA) 
and SLA management 

Contrary to question (1), which may be addressed within a simple registry 
approach (viz. by employing a directory), issue (2) requires a different — and as we 
demonstrate, a semantic — Ansatz. 

2.3   Domain Meta-model 

Based on the ePDA and the observations in Subsection 2.2 above we have extended 
the model introduced by [8] to develop the following Domain Meta-Model (cf. Fig. 2, 
abridged).  
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Fig. 2. Domain Meta-Model 
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This model not only captures relevant entities or concepts within a particular layer 
of the ePDA but also explicitly incorporates associations between artifacts 
irrespective of their layer. We also like to point out how named associations are used 
to specify a hierarchy or taxonomy within artifacts of the same "type" (e.g., the 
«association» "Process Hierarchy" classifying artifacts of "type" Process). 

2.4   SOA and BPM Specific Governance Requirements 

Based on the definitions and ePDA architecture given above our SOA/BPM 
implementation pilots and projects suggest the following system-level and 
organizational requirements for a holistic SOA and BPM governance. In all 
circumstances these requirements would apply to design time and, mutatis mutandis, 
run-time environments equally. 

• identification and description of artifacts (e.g., services, business processes, 
activities, resources, roles, etc.) in the sense of a registry  

• search & locating capabilities (during run-time this also involves the detection of 
rogue, i.e., unregistered, services) 

• service discovery, binding, and (service) endpoint management 
• SOA service and process lifecycle management support 
• means for dynamically invoking services 
• extensible data model (i.e., capability to add user-defined new types of artifacts to 

one's model)  
• classification of artifacts within user-defined taxonomies 
• association of artifacts with other artifacts across architectural layers or tiers 
• repository functionalities (in the sense of providing a data store) 
• notification mechanisms for actors involved in SOABPM Governance processes 
• validation capabilities (e.g., adherence to certain standards and policies) 
• policy definition, monitoring, and enforcement mechanisms (emphasis here is on 

run-time monitoring, enforcement and security aspects) 
• general administrative aspects including accounting functionality, monitoring of 

service level agreements (SLAs), and customizable views to partition access to 
stored artifacts 

• reporting and analysis mechanisms supporting continuous improvement processes 
and optimization) 

3   Technical Implementation 

3.1   Implementation Meta-model 

In order to satisfy SOA/BPM governance requirements as specified in Section 2 
Software AG and Fujitsu have chosen the following Implementation Meta-Model 
when developing the CentraSite™ SOA/BPM Governance solution (cf. Fig 3. below). 
The meta-model is based on the JAXR standard (Java API for XML Registries [9], 
[10]).  
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While it is evident that the domain meta-model (cf. Fig. 2) is ill-suited to be 
natively implemented in a strict relational (database) model requiring tedious 
normalization steps the power of an entity-relationship model (ER) should, in 
principle, suffice. There are two reasons, though, which have prompted us to go 
beyond traditional ER models towards higher level semantics: 

• language and technology proximity of the meta-model to the field of semantics; 
• preparation for the Semantic Web or Semantic Web Services 

When comparing the conceptual power of our implementation meta-model with 
other initiatives in the "Semantic Web" or "Semantic Web Services" (SWS) areas we 
clearly observe that our model is neither as rich as pure RDF or OWL [11] nor does it 
fully address requirements or capabilities of SWS like WSMO (Web Services 
Modeling Ontology [12]) or SWSL (Semantic Web Services Language, [13]–[15]). 
On the "ontology spectrum" [16], though, the expressive power of CentraSite's 
information model clearly exceeds any pure thesaurus or taxonomy and nearly 
reaches the level of a "Conceptual Model". 
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Fig. 3. CentraSite's information model 

Identity of different artifacts is maintained through a unique UUID for every 
RegistryObject (implemented as JAXR Key interface; not shown in Fig. 3). This 
allows correlation of CentraSite objects to other management level systems that have 
their own identity schemes for the "same" entity. 
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We also note that the CentraSite's current information model does not (yet) include 
ad hoc classification schemes such as tagging or social bookmarking 
(http://del.icio.us style). 

3.2   Implementation Architecture 

The actual implementation architecture of CentraSite is illustrated in Fig. 4 below. 
Software AG's native XML database TAMINO serves as the underlying data store 

providing security, versioning, and the basic metadata manager. From point of view 
of any user of CentraSite, though, TAMINO is completely transparent and hidden by 
the generic CentraSite API for SOA/BPM Governance activities, and a set of 
administrative APIs either utilizing Software AG's proven SMH (System 
Management Hub) technology or the Java Management Extension (JMX). 

The CentraSite APIs are principally based on open international standards, namely  
 

• Registry functionality: JAXR (Java API for XML Registries,  [9], [10]) 
• Repository functionality: WebDAV (Web Distributed Authoring and 

Versioning, [17]) 

For convenience one can also access the registry functionality by UDDI 3.0 [18].  
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Fig. 4. CentraSite implementation architecture 

Initially, our implementation has been biased somewhat towards design time 
governance functionality at the expense of run time governance. With the successful 
completion of Software AG's acquisition of webMethods Inc. (USA) per July 2007 
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we are currently working on extending CentraSite with run time governance 
functionality based on webMethods' Infravio product, notably in the areas of policy 
management and enforcement. 

4   Experiences 

In this Section we want to highlight experiences and "lessons learned" from 
several large-scale implementations, pilot projects, or proof-of-concept situations 
with CentraSite. In order to preserve anonymity of our CentraSite customers 
individual "lessons learned" are not attributed to a particular client and have been 
disguised. 

4.1   Governance Benefits Analysis 

When attempting to measure the benefit of (good) governance or management 
practices and processes, many if not all traditional, mostly accounting oriented 
methods such as ROI (return on investment) or DCF (discounted cash flow) analysis 
miserably fail.  
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Fig. 5. AHP benefits hierarchy of a SOA/BPM Governance tool 

Obviously, this is due to the fact that governance in itself does not create business 
value on its own (that is achieved through value-adding business processes), but only 
indirectly contributes to organizational efficiency and effectiveness. 
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In our projects we have been very successful in applying the Analytic Hierarchy 
Process (AHP) [20], [21] in order to capture qualitatively and quantitatively the 
indirect manner in which governance operates. 

Within the AHP we use the so-called Forward Planning in the following 4-level 
hierarchy as shown in Fig. 5: 

• Features — focusing on the particular features or properties of a SOA/BPM 
governance tool; 

• Roles & Actors including their objectives and activities; 
• Processes of the IT organization including suitable sub processes and process 

objectives. Note that the five horizontal separately displayed processes ("Error 
Localization", "Impact Analysis" through "Monitoring & Reporting") apply to 
all actors equally);  

• objectives of the corporate IT function 

As usual within the AHP a pair-wise comparison process of lower level elements 
with respect to their influence on upper level "criteria" lets one determine a ranking of 
positive contributions of SOA/BPM Governance (not shown in Fig. 4). In addition, 
the very same AHP hierarchy could be used to compare and select different 
SOA/BPM Governance tools on the OPTIONS Layer (the "Other Tool" in Fig. 5). 

4.2   Software Deployment Processes 

This Subsection deals with the question how to integrate the demands of a 
coordinated software deployment and lifecycle process into the proposed governance 
solution.  

In our projects the differentiation of 4 separate service lifecycle stages with a total 
of 12 states turned out to be sufficient in order to control large SOA implementations 
at a size of several thousands services (cf. Fig. 6). 

For extremely large SOA implementations at a range of 104 or more services the 
deep functional specialization of the IT organizations often requires an additional 
level of (and an order of magnitude more) SOA service lifecycle stages, though. For 
instance, in one of our largest SOA governance projects at a global financial services 
company with over 25,000 deployed SOA services the ARCHITECTURE stage alone 
comprised about 15 different states. 

However, we had to supplement the traditional roles in the software development 
lifecycle by three additional, SOA specific roles: SOA Librarian, SOA Service 
Designer, and SOA Architect. These roles suffice to effectively cover the most 
relevant use cases in (SOA) service lifecycle management: 

 
• match business requirements 
• design new service 
• develop (new) service 
• deploy (new) service 
• test system 

• set service productive 
• apply temporary production change 
• conduct run-time analysis 
• conduct impact analysis 
• undeploy service  
• retire service 
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In that connection we also have found the role of an SOA Architect to be much 
stronger (i.e., endowed with more formal decision authority) than that of a traditional 
Software or IT Systems Architect. 
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Fig. 6. Service lifecycle states and stages 

The full set of lifecycle specific roles is depicted in Table 1 below. 

Table 1. SOA Roles 

Role Responsibilities 
SOA 
Librarian 

• service registry and consistency 
• establishes rules and guidelines for services 
• approves additions and changes to service registry content 

Business  
Analyst 

• owns business requirements 
• represents potential service consumers 
• ensures business requirements are met 

SOA Service 
Designer 

• creates technical service design from business requirements for 
the application developer to implement 
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Table 1. (continued) 

SOA Architect • logical and physical architecture of the SOA/BPM landscape 
• approves application architectures 

Infrastructure 
Architect 

• planning and organizing the network, server, and 
communications infrastructure 

Application  
Developer 

• implements applications from specifications by business 
analysts and service designers. 

• this includes deployment packages for the applications. 
Tester • tests the application provided by the application developer, 

possibly with assistance from the administrator 
Administrator • SOA/BPM runtime environment 

• installs and uninstalls applications and infrastructure 
components 

Operator • day-to-day operation of applications 
• starts and stops applications 
• handles exceptional circumstances, possibly by acquiring 

assistance from administrators and application developers. 

5   Conclusions 

This contribution demonstrates how different requirements of holistic SOA/BPM 
governance can be successfully addressed by current technology standards, practices 
and actual products. 

Based on the Enhanced Process-Driven Architecture (ePDA) we show that a 
commonly tried "registry" Ansatz alone is not sufficient to bridge the different and 
necessary layers of the architecture but needs to be complemented by suitable 
semantic methods at a sophistication level of a "Conceptual Model". 

Building on Software AG's and Fujitsu's implementation of the corresponding 
information model in their CentraSite™ SOA/BPM Governance tool we highlight 
experiences and lessons learned when implementing SOA/BPM governance in large 
and complex organizations. Specifically, we derive a fairly generic SOA/BPM 
benefits hierarchy using the Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP), and define a suitable 
Service Lifecycle Model comprising four stages and 12 states. 

Finally, and concluding from our implementation projects, we want to stress the 
fact that SOA/BPM Governance is definitely more an organizational challenge than a 
technical one — as long as organizations use sufficiently advanced information 
technology, such as CentraSite. 
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